
  

Koirala’s Craftsmanship:  “The Soldier” As a Work o f Art 

-Hem Raj Kafle 

Bishweshwar Prasad Koirala’s “The Soldier” (Michael Hutt’s translation of “Sipahi”) is 

one of the widely read Nepali short stories. Some existing readings of this story point at its social 

and psychological themes. Others take it to be a novel experimentation in the field of fiction 

writing in Nepal. The present essay is an attempt to study it as a successful work of art. The 

essay proceeds in two major sections before arriving at the conclusion: first, it presents a brief 

discussion on the general concept of a story as a work of art; and second, it provides an analysis 

of “The Soldier” within the spectrum of story as art.   

A story has a unified form constructed with mutually binding elements of fiction such as 

character, plot, setting, point of view, theme, symbolism and allegory, style, language and tone. 

Only a “skilful literary artist,” according to Edgar Allan Poe, can “construct” a tale by binding 

such elements into “a single effect” (1489). In this sense, only a well-constructed story succeeds 

as a work of art. Victor Shklovsky argues that creation of an obviously artistic work requires 

“special techniques” (752), which help the work exist “to make one feel things, to make the stone 

stony” (754). In this sense, an event or a character appears exactly as it should be if the writer 

succeeds to weave the elements into a discernible portrait. Ann Charters avers that the 

storywriter as an artist must “stay within the limits of the ‘single effect’” and make the story 

dramatize this single effect “complete unto itself” (1609). As a work of art, the story is supposed 

to survive and therefore reflect life. Mavis Gallant purports, “The only question worth asking 

about a story -- or a poem, or a piece of sculpture, or a new concert hall -- is, ‘Is it dead or 

alive?’” (1418). So, since the story stands in the same ground as other forms of representing life-

likeness and having a life of its own, it lives as “one of the conditions of human life” (Tolstoy 

680).   

In “The Soldier” the elements of fiction -- especially character, plot, setting, theme, style 

and point of view -- contribute to the constitution of a ‘single effect’ through a clear portrait of 

the soldier, the main character. Primarily, characterisation functions as the most discernible 

element in this story.  From the beginning the narration unfolds the multifaceted nature of the 

soldier. Koirala has used more than one method of characterisation. First, the readers know much 

of the soldier through the narrator’s descriptions and comments. The narrator describes his 

appearance and manners: as “a soldier in uniform” (197), and the man who “cared for none” 
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(201). Second, the soldier reveals himself through his interaction with the narrator. He tells of his 

family (198), his military life (199), his unsuccessful love relations (199), and his familiarity 

with the place and people on the way (200).  Third, there is more to know about him from the 

underlying narratives, like the one concerning his father and the old woman’s shop (200), and his 

relation with the old woman’s daughter (201). Finally, his activities during the journey also 

describe his character. He calls any old woman a mother-in-law (197), teases women on the way 

and laughs when one of them reacts angrily (199), and chooses to halt in the old woman’s shop 

for the night (200). So, he is a flirt. He buys sugarcane and offers it to the narrator (199). So, he 

is a helpful and generous man. From what is shown about the soldier it can be inferred that he is 

a character capable of alternative personalities.  

Koirala pays less attention to the development of actions in this story. The actions are too 

simple to evoke any heightened emotion. But the minor actions help in the characterisation of the 

soldier. Such focused characterisation presents the story as a portrait of the soldier. Khagendra 

Prasad Luitel attributes this aspect to Koirala’s art of blending the events and the character (106). 

Similarly, Shailendu Prakash Nepal and Sharada Adhikary (Dhakal) highlight characterisation as 

the inherent artistry of the story (138).  

The story’s plot is linear and simple. It describes the journey of the narrator and the 

soldier. The narration goes in a very simple way like this: “I met a soldier. We walked together. 

We halted in a shop in the night. The next morning the soldier left me.” The plot is conventional 

in terms of the chronology, but it simply focuses on the element of “exposition”, introducing the 

characters, scene, time and situation. Other elements like “rising action,” “climax,” and “falling 

action” are absent, except for the “conclusion” with a slight tinge of separation between the 

characters. The concentration only on exposition orients the story towards a singular impression 

avoiding the potential intrusion of multiple characters and perceptions.  

The setting of the story equally signifies the presence of the main characters in diverse 

situations of time and place. It shows the story in three parts.  The first day, the time of the 

characters’ meeting and journeying together, forms the first part. The night, when the characters 

end their journey together forms the second part. The next morning, when they part, forms the 

third. In addition, each of these parts contributes to the theme of revelation. The first part is the 

longest one, and it gives sufficient ground for revealing the nature of the main characters. The 

second part brings in the scene two minor persons -- the old woman and her daughter -- and 

introduces other older relations the soldier has. The last part, though very short, still reveals the 

conflicting natures of the characters. Here, the narrator, already fond of the soldier, “felt quite 
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sorry” at his departure (201). This shows the sense of attachment he has developed for the 

soldier. But the soldier “cared for none,” which indicates the deep-rooted sense of indifference 

he bears towards any kind of attachment.   

Another important aspect of “The Soldier” is its style, which constructs the structure of 

coherence and unity. The very first paragraph mentions the meeting between the narrator and the 

soldier: “…but I met up with a soldier who made the journey pass easily” (197). The last line 

also mentions the same meeting: “But this was the only chance I ever had to meet a soldier in 

flesh” (201). These two remarks bind the story into cohesion. They also stand in the common 

thematic relationship: revelation through contrast. The first is the revelation to the narrator that 

the soldier was a person who made the “difficult” journey “pass easily,” unlike the supposed 

“rough” and “cruel” military man (197).  The second is again his experience (a revelation) with 

“a soldier in flesh” in contrast to the “stone memorials to soldiers killed in battle” (201).  

The story has a limited first person point of view. Readers know very little about the 

narrator, except that he is a student going to Ilam, and that he is a patient listener. But the 

narration allows ample space for the characterisation of the soldier. The narrator has twofold 

functions. First, he narrates the minor incidents step by step. Second, he describes the soldier, 

time, scene, moods and movements. The narration therefore constitutes a structure of the 

combination of narration and description alternatively. This alternation maintains regular pauses, 

which is where readers take time to look into the main character, the soldier.  

To sum up, “The Soldier” is a successful literary art for at least three reasons. First, the 

elements of fiction -- mainly character, plot, setting, theme, style and point of view -- contribute 

to the constitution of a “single effect.” This “single effect” builds up the portrait of the soldier. 

The portrait allows the soldier to appear “a soldier in flesh,” in the way art works to “make a 

stone stony.” In the second place, the elements have been woven into the construction of a 

singular dominant theme: revelation. It is the revelation of a soldier, both as an ordinary human 

being and a man in uniform.  Third, the structure of coherence and unity also renders the story 

artistic. The cohesion between the beginning and ending makes it “complete unto itself.” In fact, 

the capacity to maintain the “single effect,” unity and completeness proves to be Koirala’s 

craftsmanship as a literary artist.  
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